A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
Ireland was at this moment a nation more alien to England
than it had been since the appearance of Strongbow in Leinster
more than three hundred years before. But in the capital point
of religion, which determines all culture, Ireland, though never
feudalized, was one with all Western Europe and therefore with
England; and the King of England retained the title, the
position, and indeed the vague moral authority of "Lord of
Ireland."
The Death of Henry VII. In foreign affairs Henry's
whole effort during these last years was subordinated to his
aim at increasing the economic basis of the royal power. He had
secured his position by marriage with Scotland and with the
new great power of Spain; he took a belated and timid part in
the new great voyages: the most famous of them all, the
expedition of Columbus, had taken place in 1492. It had made
the discovery of the West Indies, but did not set foot upon the
mainland of America, and had been financed mainly by the
crown of Spam. Four years later, in 1497, Giovanni Cabotto,
—like Columbus, a Genoese but naturalized a Venetian, and
settled in Bristol—crossed the Atlantic under the patronage of
Henry Tudor himself, sailing from Bristol with two ships, one
of which was paid for by the King. He sighted Nova Scotia,
and two years later followed the American mainland coast. It
was the first touching upon that coast of a European since a
probable (but not certain) Norse adventure in the Middle
Ages. Nothing came of it, and Cabotto's later life was spent
outside this country.1
On April 22, 1509, the usurper Henry Tudor, having so
thoroughly succeeded in his villainies, died, after several fits of
the gout.
HENRY VIII (FIRST PART)
The New Reign* To Henry VII his only remaining son,
a young man not quite eighteen years of age, succeeded. He
was a large and as yet a handsome fellow, still good-natured and
laaerry, fond of sport and popular, impulsive; of a sort which
easily falls into being managed by other people, and then as
fesadtty gets angry at finding he is being managed, and breaks
* ffis son Sebastian, whose name is better remembered in its French form
of Cabot, claimed the honours due to his father ; it was the elder Cabot (or
V&et Cabotto) who made these original discoveries, not Sebastian.

